
Surrounded by mountains, forests and the beautiful natural landscapes of North 
Wales, Hilton Garden Inn, Snowdonia opened its doors this year offering a 
stunning new hotel right on the edge of Snowdonia National Park. 

Brief: The hotel is designed so that visitors experience contemporary comfort and 
warm hospitality in a truly remarkable setting and they needed remarkable 
washrooms to match.  

Solution: Our Minima Privacy Veneer cubicle range was chosen alongside 
complementing Veneer PDQ Panel & Frame panelling and finished with our 
beautiful Solid Surface countertop vanities. 

 Minima Privacy Veneer Cubicles:
• A contemporary, minimalist and flexible cubicle system

• Designed with a modern Satin Anodised Aluminium frame offers a sleek finish while

remaining extremely durable

• Privacy cubicles give users peace of mind that they have complete privacy

• Divisions and pilasters fitted with U channels for quick and easy installation

• To continue the soft, muted colour palette of the hotel reflecting the natural tones and hues of

the landscape, our Minima cubicles were chosen in one of our stunning Real Wood Veneers

giving a luxury finish to the washrooms.

PDQ Panel & Frame:
• Chosen in matching luxury Real Wood Veneer

• Fast and simple installation

• Arriving pre-assembled on a metal frame reduces installation time and is twice as quick to

install compared to traditional IPS systems

• Panels arrive pre labelled and pre hung for ease

Solid Surface Countertop Vanity with Cantilever brackets:
• Continuing the contemporary but natural design of the hotel our Solid Surface vanity tops

were chosen to finish the washrooms

• Durable, flexible and delivering a beautifully smooth and stylish finish

• Hard wearing and reliable

• Easy to maintain

• Available in 12 colours

Contractor: H.H. Smith & Sons
Installer: TBS Fabrications 
Find out more at www.tbs-amwell.co.uk or call us on Tel: 01763 276200.

Minima Privacy cubicles in American White Oak Veneer
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PDQ Panel & Frame co-ordinates 
with the cubicles

Solid Surface Countertop Vanity on cantilever 
brackets for a floating appearance

Solid Surface Countertop Vanity 

Minima Privacy Cubicles in 
American Black Walnut Veneer




